Imagine, Having Your ADs on Every Fed Ex, UPS or Walmart Truck you see this Week!
Mobile AD Marketing is the Starbucks of Mobile Ad Space. With over 350,000 vehicles coast to coast in
virtually every media market in the United States, they've amassed the largest and widest network in America.
With an arsenal of large fleets like Roadway, Yellow and Swift and hundreds of smaller delivery fleets. Their
initial PR Campaign landed them on several high profile web properties such as Forbes, Wachovia, Hoovers,
Merrill Lynch, and Media Post and launched the “Tale of the Whale” National Tour (From Seattle, WA to New
York) wherein, they broke the Outdoor DEC Media Record for a single day(1 Million views) in Los Angeles. As a
Media Broker for many players in this Industry - There is no order they cannot fill.

“Mobile Advertising generates 2.5 times more attention than a static billboard.” – Perception Res.
The fact is, some of the most successful companies in America (Target, Walmart, Starbucks, McDonalds) have
employed “Fleet or Truck-Side Advertising” for years. So, maybe it's time to add your Brand to this prestigious
list. Your AD Space is Waiting...
The Science of Vehicular Marketing Impressions
Our Impression Data is based on two decades of studies, and stats both from OOH and various audit entities.
The mixture of High Density Metro Areas and Low Density Metro areas is what we use to determine counts.
A High Density Market will produce some 175,000 Impressions a day, where as a Low Density Market only
80,000 a day. These vehicles are working for you - 8-10 hours a day, 5 to 6 days a week.

Mobile AD Marketing has been Featured on the following...
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New E-book 300+ Stats, Article and Study Links HERE
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What Will $1 Million Dollars of Your ADVERTISING Money Buy?
8 - 30 second Ads on Prime time TV. (Based on $125,000 sec average)
2 - Covers of a National Magazine. (Based on $500,000 avg)
8 - Full Page Ads in the New York Times. (Based on $200,000 avg)
10 – Ad Words Campaigns for a year. (Based on $100,000 avg per year)
18 - Billboards in Los Angeles for a year. (Based on $4,500.00 avg per month)
50 - AD Trucks for a Year. (Based on $2,500 per vehicle per month / 7 - 900 mil. Impressions a yr)

Key Findings | OOH Recent Study
(Impact ratings of Mobile Media Trucks scored higher than all other Outdoor Combined - Thibodeaux Res.)

In an age of ever-increasing media fragmentation, OOH is more relevant and more powerful than
ever. OOH reaches people no matter how they consume their media, making them stop, notice,
and buy. No other advertising format is more ever-present, or more creatively versatile.
Even though the average consumer spends 70% of his waking hours away from home, only about
6% of all media is spent on OOH.,

AD TRUCKS - REACH / IMPRESSIONS
* Outdoor Media Reaches 95% Percent of U.S. Consumers, over half the American people on any given day.

* Truck Side Marketing offers you the ability to Advertise 8-10 hours a day, 5 to 6 days a week.
* 18 million annual impressions generated by a truck in a DMA market of more than 5 million people.
* Box-van trucks generate - 6.4 million impressions a yr. The average is around 80,000 Impressions a day.
* Typical Semi Trailers travel 125,000 miles a year gaining 24,000,000+ impressions annually per vehicle.
* With as few as 5 to 14 AD Trucks in most DMA’s you can reach 3% to 50% of the population on a daily basis.
* The price of an Ad Truck is 2 to 3 times cheaper than a Billboard. These AD Trucks drive past dozens of billboards a day!

* MAM vehicles can achieve 85% reach and 20x "frequency" each month - Advt. Publications Research Corp.

AD TRUCKS - EFFECTIVENESS / IMPACT
* Impact rating of Mobile Media Trucks were higher than all forms of advertising.
* Mobile billboard displays boost name recognition 15 X greater than other advertising.

* 96% Percent of respondents who felt AD Trucks had more impact than traditional billboard ads.
* 98% Percent of respondents who felt truck side ads created a positive image for the sponsor.

* 91% of all people notice truck advertising, 75% affect their buying habits from truck advertising - Beverage World

* 97% remember Truck Side ads vs. only 19% for Billboards.

58% of all consumers have gone online as a direct result of seeing an OOH ad.
OOH is quickly becoming the most ‘converged’ advertising media,working seamlessly with social
media, mobile and online campaigns - and OOH delivers exceptional ROI. For every $1 spent,
approximately $2.80 in sales result, compared to only $2.41 for print and $2.43 for TV.
OOH reaches the most attractive audiences for Advertisers. Consumers most influenced by OOH
are 18-49, high-earning, tech-savvy, and mobile, who spend 6-9+ hours per week commuting.
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The Last Captive Audience In America (Is In The Vehicle Next to You)
Marketing To A Mobile Age | Part One
For Brands and the Agencies that represent them – what may seem obvious – is that the most valuable
prospects are those with jobs and careers – the ones that head out into the world to earn, live and spend.
They are nearly half of America on any given business day. The worker bees of any community - all heading for
the hive to begin the days labors - the blood flow of the communal body. Shuffling to and from work or school,
shopping. dining, dropping kids off, picking kids up, running errands, seeing doctors, mechanics, movies,
shows, biking, walking, etc. - greasing the wheels of U.S. commerce. The consumer half of a society that would
grind to a halt without their contributions. This employed person would seem to be a most esteemed and
targeted group – I would call them a high quality lead in the sales world.

And yet - the underlying paradox has always been - Why does a Medium that reaches nearly 95%
of the Population Receive only 5% of the Ad Spending?
While I do understand the enticement that the digital world offers as far as a mathematical precision of
targeting and engagement and measurement - tracking tools the traditional mediums simple ROI equation
could never satisfy - I do not understand the chasm in spending when the Reach Factor is so Vast for OOH.

The OTHER Mobile Media
The American Commuter now has the entire Media world within hands reach – all digitalized for easy access –
From your Smart Phone - you can Stream TV,Videos and Radio, Surf the Web and Read the News, Email, Locate
a Business, find Apps for anything, purchase anything, check your social media and your home security
camera – an entire universe all rolled into a hand held device - a Mobile Phone is the now the connecting tissue
for all the other Mediums.
All the while – 70% of the time is spent away from home. The commuter drives 135 miles a week and spends
some 18 hours on the road. The only other medium that commands as much time is TV watching. So whether
driving or riding, walking or biking, catching buses or trains, OOH is the all encompassing environment the
daily commuter spends a great deal of time in. Not only that – that same person is looking for distraction or
stimulation to break up this routine. It only makes sense to capture an audience looking to be entertained.
This is the perfect reason to embrace a new kind of AD Medium – One that results in Maximum Impressions as
well as Maximum Impact..

Imagine If Every Fed Ex, UPS or Walmart Truck you saw Today had your Brands AD on it?
And imagine a small fleet of these Ad trucks permeating the city or metro area you live and work?

Vehicular Marketing | What are AD Trucks and Where do they come from?
Trucks deliver 70-80% of all goods in America. 15 million commercial trucks operate throughout every corner
of this country every minute of the day delivering products to every conceivable kind of business. They cover
nearly 600 billion miles and transport over $900 billion worth of manufacturing and retail goods a year.
We drive next to them on freeways and see them parked at the mini malls, fast food chains, retail outlets,
clothing and furniture stores, Walgreens and 7-11s. They are working 8-12 hours a day 5-6 days a week,
making 10 -15 stops in a typical days run. The majority of these trucks are basic white or bear a simple fleet
emblem. The remarkable thing for the advertising world is that many thousands of these 3 rd party vendors are
now open to promoting the very Brands whose products they drop off each day, adding a new fluid dimension
to the advertising industry. That's the powerful option the Advertising World is now becoming aware of. A
recent WARC Study finds that adding OOH to other media can increase Reach up to 300%.
AD Trucks can act as reinforcement for all other Ad Messages - whether Radio ads, Banner Ads, Streaming TV
or Video ads, Magazine and Newspaper ads or any OOH media including Billboards. Mobile Billboard meets
Mobile Phone in mobile world constantly in motion. What could make for a better Media partnership?
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